
Legality

• The state of affairs that is 
presumed to be normal (the 
official version of law). 
Society is governed by the 
rule of law, the essence of 
which is legal equality and 
the requirement that the 
actions of agents of the state be 
authorized by law. 

• Legal subjects are understood to possess rights that 
impose limits on the exercise of state power. They are 
subject to the law, but also subjects in the law. 

State of Exception

• In Political Theology (1922), German theorist Carl 
Schmitt set about outlining the relationship between the 
sovereign, the law, and emergencies. He challenged the 
prevailing wisdom that equated the state and the rule of 
law. Instead, he (in)famously proposed that “Sovereign is 
he who decides on the exception” (Schmitt 1922/2005: 
5). By this, he meant both that the sovereign is able to 
decide that a case is exceptional (by declaring a state of 
emergency, for example) and that the sovereign is 
uniquely able to decide how exceptional cases are to be 
dealt with. Sovereignty, therefore, is best understood not 
in relation to rules, but in relation to states of exception. 

• There are a variety of ways in which a state of exception 
can come into being - martial law, states of emergency, 
War Measures, or declarations of disasters or crises. In 
such situations, and generally based on a claim to 
necessity, a sovereign decision suspends the rule of law. 
In a state of exception, sovereign power is able to operate 
without the constraints of law, and with comparative 
impunity.

• Traditional legal theories tend to regard the state of 
exception as a limited, extraordinary (by definition!), and 
temporary state of affairs - ‘just until the emergency is 
resolved’.

• Agamben challenges this assumption. Drawing on 
Schmitt and Foucault, he proposes that the state of 
exception is both the original relationship between 
sovereign power and life and, at present, a paradigm of 
government. Modern governments claim - and exercise - 
the power to displace the rule of law in order to resolve 
certain problems, generally related to security. The state 
of exception exists as a potentiality underpinning all 
relations between individuals and the state.  

Bare Life
• Individuals captured in 

the juridico-political 
space of the camp, 
within the state of 
exception, are stripped 
of legal status and civic 
and political rights, 
becoming legally unclassifiable beings. 

• Sovereign power relates to them as bare life - homo 
sacer. This is a distinct biopolitical sovereignty.

• Abandoned by law and exposed to sovereign violence, 
Homo sacer can be killed with impunity - but not 
murdered. This statement may seem contradictory at first, 
but it captures the essence of bare life. Murder implies 
the unlawful killing of a person with legal status. 

• Stripped of legal status, bare life is treated as disposable. 
They are included in the law and in the political 
community only through a relationship of exclusion - the 
ban.

Threshold

• “Whoever entered the camp 
moved in a zone of 
indistinction between 
outside and inside, 
exception and rule, licit and 
illicit, in which the very 
concepts of subjective right 
and juridical protection no longer made any 
sense” (Agamben 1998: 170).

• The concept of the threshold is an important element in 
Agamben’s political theory. Spatially, the threshold 
represents the border between law and exception, 
inclusion and exclusion. It marks the application of the 
sovereign decision. When the state of exception 
becomes normalized, the threshhold becomes indistinct. 

• In such contexts, legal statutes and norms may cease to 
have the force of law, while actions that have no legal 
content may acquire legal force.
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The Camp

• In Homo Sacer (1998), Agamben develops his theory of normalized exceptionality through an exploration of the 
juridico-political space of the Nazi concentration camp. The camp “is the space that is opened when the state of 
exception begins to become the rule” (Agamben 1998: 168-169). This is achieved through the exercise of sovereign power. 
The Nazi concentration camps represent a particular historical example - a prototype - of a space that produces bare life. 
Agamben adopts the concept of the camp as a metaphor for the biopolitical paradigm of modern Western societies.

• The concept of the camp can be productively employed to make sense of physical spaces that are characterized by 
normalized exceptionality and whose denizens have the status of bare life. Contemporary research on detention centres, 
prison camps, and refugee camps often draws on Agamben’s work in this way. The concept of the camp can also be used 
in a more abstract sense to explain the legal space created by normalized exceptionality - states of emergency, suspensions 
of constitutions, declarations of martial law, or, following Agamben’s thesis, the political paradigm of modernity in 
general.

• Importantly, Agamben is not arguing that the biopolitical paradigm of modern democratic states is indistinguishable from 
that associated with totalitarian states. Instead, he is pointing to an often-overlooked common ground between these two 
forms of government - the pervasive potential for the suspension of the rule of law associated with the capacity of 
sovereign power to declare emergencies and produce bare life. Catherine Mills notes that “all subjects are at least 
potentially if not actually abandoned by the law and exposed to violence as a constitutive condition of political 
existence” (2004: 47).
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"The correct question to pose concerning the horrors committed 
in the camps is, therefore, not the hypocritical one of how crimes 
of such atrocity could be committed against human beings. It 
would be more honest and, above all, more useful to investigate 
carefully the juridical procedures and deployments of power by 
which human beings could be so completely deprived of their 
rights and prerogatives that no act committed against them could 
appear any longer as a crime" (Agamben 1998: 171).

Necessitas legem non habet


